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By Stephen Dando-Collins

Random House Australia, Australia, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This dog never forgets a friend. When their friend Lucky is kidnapped by elephant
poachers in Tanzania, the Global Rapid Reaction Responders team is called in to find him. Caesar
the super-sniffing war dog is sent with Ben and Charlie on the mission. After a death-defying
parachute jump into the ocean, they start gathering clues. The poachers were last seen stealing
village children to become soldiers for their army and they have forced Lucky to write a ransom
letter. If the team can trace the letter, and work out which way the rebels went, they might be on the
right track. Saving Lucky from the heavily armed poachers is their top priority, but the GRRR team is
prepared to do whatever they can to stop the cruel trade in elephant tusks and to free boy soldiers.
Can Caesar s nose locate the illegal cargo and trace and rescue a good friend before it s too late? A
battle on the African plain is about to erupt.
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It is an incredible publication that we have actually read through. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have study. I am just pleased to let you
know that here is the very best pdf i actually have study in my personal lifestyle and could be he greatest book for possibly.
-- Ms. Linnea  Medhur st I--  Ms. Linnea  Medhur st I

Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II
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